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“I only really felt the gravity of what was happening on
this Tour once we shared time with First Nations
students. A worn expression, but it is so crucial that
First Nations excellence is supported, be it through the
Tour or through other initiatives. Thanks to Aurora and
its participants for sending me along.”

Stanford
The chance to not just sit in on, but actively participate in, a tutorial on protecting Indigenous cultural
property got me excited about the scholarship and coursework (and the remarkable teaching style!) in
the US, and parallels or synergies I can draw with my own Indigenous Australian context.
I think I could still apply, but I have shifted my expectations for Stanford a bit since I first learned of the
[Stanford Program in International Legal Studies] with great enthusiasm.

Berkeley
Everyone I spoke to was involved in some community initiatives related to their area of study, and from
what I can see, UC Berkeley affirms this kind of social responsibility in their students.
I hadn’t previously seriously considered UC Berkeley as a place to study my LLM. I am now looking
seriously into their application process for 2017. This was influenced by a whole ecosystem of factors
[...] The social climate of the campus, its critical position within its local world, the strength of spirit of
its First Nations students, and its human rights work, which, although very distinct from my own
research interests, was methodologically similar in its commitments to community!
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The Supaman performance and talk [on the campaign against the Dakota Access Pipeline] was my
highlight. It was important for me as an Indigenous woman to engage with culture and also with issues
facing Native communities [...] I feel so inspired to do similar work back at home, and wherever I study
next year.

Harvard
While I had heard lots about Harvard’s Native student body and charter commitment to Native
students, I couldn’t have anticipated their strength and adaptability! It blew me away. I have seen
nothing like it in Australia. It has reaffirmed my desire to apply to Harvard.
I was already set on applying to Harvard for their LLM. The visit has changed how I set my application
apart and also what I can envisage myself studying while completing the LLM. My visits with faculty
were crucial in this.
The biggest, simplest impact was when two faculty members, independent of one another, described
my work as ‘compelling’ and engaged (I hope) enthusiastically with my current and proposed research
and practice. It was a small gesture, but one that helped me shake imposter syndrome. It was also one
that affirmed that I didn’t just want to go to Harvard, but that Harvard might have interest in and a
place for me and my work.
I felt nurtured and like my potential time at Harvard could be part of building something bigger than a
degree.

(From L to R) Aurora Scholars Alison Whittaker, Ashley Walker, Luke Paterson (2014 Aurora Study Tour Scholar), Jayde Geia,
Rebecca Collard, Ruby Warber, Baringa Kukoyi, Oscar Monaghan, Joseph West, Emily Direen, Nadine Rudkin, Darcy-Rose Marshall,
Robert Williams, Logan Hignett, Justine Grogan, and Casey Millward
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The Aurora Indigenous Scholars International Study Tour is supported by the Australian Government
Department of Education and Training.

The 2016 Aurora Study Tour would not have been possible without the visionary support of Tim and
Sally Sims, and the additional generous support of the following:

Universities

Colleges

Australian Catholic University

Christ’s College, Cambridge

Australian National University

Gonville & Caius College, Cambridge

Charles Darwin University

Lucy Cavendish College, Cambridge

Griffith University

Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge

Harvard University

St Catharine’s College, Cambridge

Queensland University of Technology

Trinity College, Cambridge

Stanford University

Wolfson College, Cambridge

University of Adelaide

Balliol College, Oxford

University of California – Berkeley

Corpus Christi College, Oxford

University of Melbourne

Exeter College, Oxford

University of Technology, Sydney

Green Templeton College, Oxford

University of the Sunshine Coast

Jesus College, Oxford
Keble College, Oxford

Trusts, Foundations and Other Organisations

St John’s College, Oxford

Cape York Partnership

Rhodes House, Oxford

Charlie Perkins Scholarship Trust
Katrina Dawson Foundation

Individual Supporters

Minerals Council of Australia

Mark Carnegie

Nous Group

Rory O’Brien
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